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It is the Lord Kuthumi beloveds, with the first of regular communications of
assistance to workers of the light in your walk of mastery, of transformation
and of integration of all the aspects of your being through all existence, back to
godhead and to wholeness within the monad .. achieving that radiance of light
which takes you so surely back to wholeness, to completion, to ascension.
I hold you within my heart .. as you open your heart to mine .. and offer you
the assurances you require to allow this heart opening in trust .. to receive
that which is there for you, as a being of great light .. upon your path of
mastery and of passing through those initiations which stand between you and
the full blown wonder of your own magnificence.
Holding the radiant heart open more widely beloveds, and opening the channel
of light to the Source realms .. which allows great streams of celestial light and

energy to fill you, to radiate through each of the 12 dimensions of your being ..
.. and securely connecting your channel of light deep inside the core of the
earth .. and as you breathe .. the distortions within, which have arisen for
release, held in each of the 12 dimensions of your being .. are taken from you
.. with so many of the angelics and of your family of light streaming into your
sacred space to be with you, and to bring to you all that you seek and require.
And as you work with these ones, offer up now all that holds you in disquiet
and discomfort and unease .. offering up for release those patterns of
behaviour you sit within, those initiations within which you currently walk ..
offering up to your Family of Light in surrender .. those initiations within which
currently you are stuck and unable to move beyond …………… (time for
meditating on this). Surrendering with relief and letting go of that which holds
you fast in stuckness and in sadness.
And beloved ones, the path of ascension requires the uncovering of all that
holds you from wholeness .. peeling away the skins of the onion to reveal your
true magnificence which lies at the core of your being, beyond the illusion of
the experiences you have entertained, the life experiences on many
dimensions which have resulted in impairment of your ability to hold yourself
and to know yourself as a being of divinity. And so it is that the walk to
ascension is not complete until you have uncovered all that holds you in
patterns of limitation .. all that stands between you and your full knowledge of
yourself within your excellence. And so, what is required of you is your
willingness to uncover yourself to the depths of your being .. to surrender to
this process .. and to know that there is an end to it .. that you walk inexorably
towards completion and to ascension .. and that though the path is steep at
times, it is a walk of magnificence .. and you lead all of humanity with you, as
the leaders and the teachers that you are.
Beloveds, open your beings in totality to the knowledge of your magnificence.
Accept yourself in your divinity. Open yourself this moment to accept your
divinity. And as you stand within your shining and radiant columns of light of
extraordinary brilliance .. the light that streams into your being casts out all
that is not of magnificence .. casting to the extremities of your being those
patterns of limitation and of duality that hold you from your magnificence ..
and taken by the angelics from many dimensions, with exceptional and
extraordinary powers. Given in dispensation to all those who receive this
communication .. for the time is now to step forward upon this path of mastery
and of completion .. and to you who walk this path of brilliance, many are
those who walk this path with you, showering you with blessings of assistance.
And you may co-create with the angelic ones by offering up those patterns of
duality and limitation which you know that you walk within .. surrendering
these for release .. naming these .. and with great relief and heart opening,

offering all that holds you in sadness, in limitation, in confusion, in stuckness,
in fear and doubt, anxiety and anger.
Many are those who walk this moment through the initiation of Trust. For it is
that which is the most crucial and important in the path of ascension. And for
many, the emotion of anger arises now .. for there is the perception of doubt
and anger held within you. Many hold great anger at God and at the family of
light for the struggles within which they walk .. holding blame, pointing the
finger in blame, and angry at God.
And if you are willing .. now .. to allow yourself to let go of this anger and
doubt for one moment .. with the heart opening in relief and surrender to let
go of this deep doubt and lack of faith in God .. to let go of the sadness you feel
at being unsupported upon the plane of existence .. the deep isolation .. and
fear .. to release with tears of relief .. all that you hold so deeply within .. for
we see this, this deep sadness and emptiness .. this may be taken from you.
And as you continue to release, allowing the sadness to be fully experienced so
that it may release .. your being in all its dimensions is as a vacuum .. as all
that holds you in sadness and fear and doubt and anger is emptied from you ..
resulting in an emptiness, a vacuum.
And each time that you create this vacuum, through releasing that which
holds you bound .. the family of light is able then to fill the vacuum with
streams of light, encoding your being with light codes which are placed
within your field, within the 12 dimensions of your being, filling you with
your new encodements of divinity and of magnificence.
This is the process required of you and it is spelled out for you that you may
know. It is required of you that you continue to unpeel each layer of the onion
.. releasing each layer that is uncovered .. acknowledging what you find in the
way of patterns of behaviour, ‘owning’ the weaknesses you find, the sadnesses,
the doubts, the fears .. and asking for their release. And each time you release
.. you create a vacuum, an emptiness within which the family of light
transforms you with encodements of light which restore you to your original
divine blueprint. All that is not of your original truth and divinity is enabled to
be released from your being .. and repatterned with the light codes of your
original divinity.
May we share with you in one sentence the meaning of this walk to ascension ..
.. it is the uncovering and release of the attitudes, perceptions
and ancient memories you hold of being separate from God
.. and in repatterning and transforming your being to the new
and original paradigm of being at One with God.

And so you unravel each of these layers of your being .. allowing each pattern
to be clearly seen .. acknowledged .. and released .. creating a vacuum into
which those of your family of light who walk this path right alongside you .. fill
your being with your natural encodements of divinity.
But let us return to Trust, acknowledging your attempts to hold Trust and Faith
within your being .. and seeing so well the challenges in this. And wishing to
share with you the initiation of Trust, to reduce this initiation to a single
sentence that you may have understanding.
Trust is achieved with hindsight .. in looking back at your path, in seeing
that never have you been unsupported, even though you have felt that
you were .. for it is only after having bravely stepped through the door of
willingness to Trust that its benefits are able to be seen .. and known.
Until the moment of surrender to Trust .. still you will be hanging onto your
belief that you yourself are responsible for each moment of your own
wellbeing and care. And you will have attachments to outcomes and the wish
to direct your life from your will, rather than divine will. And there is great
pain in this attachment to desire and to outcomes, and to the holding of your
will .. rather than in surrender to the will of the divine. Great pain is held in
humanity in this holding of the will and in attachment to outcomes. This is the
pain of humanity in its wish for self-determination and free will. So much pain
in humanity from this holding fast to self will, self responsibility and ownership
of destiny.
And the cause? It is the belief that you are separate from God, that you have
stepped away from God .. and cannot return .. and that you have no right or
worthiness to receive all that abundantly lies there for you from the universal
flow .. for held deep within you at your core are memories and records of all
that has occurred since that moment at the beginning of time when you
stepped away from God with the wish for self realisation, self determination
and free will. At that moment all of mankind stepped away from their
connection and their belief in their at One ment with God .. and commenced
their walk of separation and of being ‘lost’ in their connection with God and
the family of light.
Breathing deeply beloveds .. and accepting in this moment .. as you surrender
all that you hold of separation and disconnection, of fear and lack of trust .. if
you will open yourself to the core of your being .. and accept and surrender all
that holds you from feeling connected and loved and cared for by God .. as
Purity and Astrea’s circle of fire encompasses all that is of duality and lifts this
from your being .. and their fiery sword of might cuts all duality away from
you.

Breathing deeply as you are restored to your at One ment with God .. with all
that you have been holding of attachment to outcomes, of feelings of lack of
connection, lack of support and care .. cut away. Breathing deeply beloveds
to allow to be detached from all the dimensions of your being all that has held
you until this moment in separation from God and from your family of light ..
cutting away the despair, the disconnection, the loneliness, the great fears of
physical survival .. oh beloveds, the pain, the great pain of separation is taken
from you .. if you will submit to this and surrender to this process, it will free
you of your pain and your fear and your doubt. All that is required of you is
your willingness to surrender .. and to step through that door of surrender ..
and to find having walking through that door, that all the riches of the universe
are there for you. And you are given the analogy of the great leap of faith
through the open door of enlightenment .. and to find that when through that
door of surrender .. there are riches beyond imagining .. for as you pass
through that door all blockages are removed from you .. and it is the blockages
that prevent the entry into your field of all that you ask and desire.
It is necessary to bravely and courageously walk through the door of surrender
.. and at that moment of deciding to trust and to walk beyond fear and doubt
and anger .. to find that you have released all that has stopped the flow of the
universal field from being received. For the flow of abundance is ever present
.. and held within the intelligence of the Universal Plan for all .. and held
within the Laws of the Universe .. those such as the Law of Reflection which
gives you back that which you hold inside.
And so it is necessary to remove the blockages .. which are held as your inbuilt
patterns of perception .. such as ‘what’s the use, I never get any help’ .. or
‘it’s useless, it’s a lot of rubbish’ .. or ‘if there is a God, why doesn’t he help
me and see that I am in pain and in need?’ For those perceptions you have,
held inherently within your being as your blockages to flow, mirror and bring to
you .. that which you hold in doubt and fear and lack of faith and trust.
As the angels come to you, they hold you safely guarded within their soft wings
of love .. and appearing before you is the doorway of surrender .. and it is lit
with radiant light, with flames of fiery light and radiance .. and if you wish you
may hold the hands of angels on either side and calmly walk through .. and as
you walk, pausing for a moment as you reach the other side, and the source
light which streams in a column of fiery light through all your being, takes from
you all of your blockages to abundance and to connection and to flow .. taking
from you your perception of separation from God and from the family of light ..
and as a great vacuum is created within your being, with aeons of separation
and of loneliness and despair releasing and taken from you .. turn your face up
to the light, with your heart open to receive the encodements of love and of
light which fill you. For you have entered the new paradigm of Trust .. as it

fills your being. And as all blockages to the receipt of the universal flow have
been taken from you .. there is nothing to prevent now the full flow of all of
the magnificence of the universal flow of all that is .. the unified field is
enabled to bring you all that you desire .. for you have removed all
encumbrance and blockage to its receipt.
And as in the days ahead you receive fulfillment of your deepest and heartfelt
needs and desires .. as grace and ease fills your being .. every atom and cell of
your being receives a deepening of the encodements of Trust. And your DNA
receives restranding, reconfiguration .. imbuing you with Trust and with
Connection. For you can see that in the past your ancient memories and
beliefs have held you back from full connection and from the full flow of the
Flower of Life which sends you all your needs and requirements, according to
your heart’s desires. And that it is necessary that your being be repatterned,
your DNA be restranded .. to the new paradigm and way of being. And that it is
a process that must be walked through .. before the way of Trust is fully
embodied and known.
And so it is, beloveds .. you receive repatterning to the new paradigm of Trust
.. so that you may Receive all of your heart’s desires and longings .. able to be
co-creators of the New Reality for Mankind. So necessary to first receive the
ability to Trust. For without this, you are unable to co-create the new
paradigm .. and so it is a crucial initiation and one which is necessary that all
workers of the light must walk through and beyond. And so this dispensation
given this day, is one of love and of great assistance.
Go with God beloveds, you are ever held in this walk of greatness.
I Am the Lord Kuthumi.
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